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K. H. S. A. A. SCHOOL FOR BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(Left to Right) Front Row: Brisco Inman, R. 12: Jerry Kimmel, R.4: Chariie Irwin, R. 2: Goebel Ritter.
R. 14; Georee Maines, R. 9: Turner Elrod, R. 5. Second Row: E. B. May, Jr., R. 15; Howard Gardner, R.
6; Claude Ricketts, R. 7; Rex Alexander, R. 1; Ernie Chattin, R. 16; Charlie Vettiner, School Director.
Third Row: Elmo Head, R. 8: Jack Wise, R. 10; Roy Settle, R. 3; Harry Stephenson, R. 11; Bill Nau, R. 13.
Official Organ of tlie
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
November, 1963
How To Survive A Bad Year
By John Lykins
Editor's Note: Given below is a resume of one
of the talks presented at the first annual basketball
clinic of the K.H.S.C.A., held in Louisville on April
18, 1963.
I. ORGANIZE PRACTICE TIME.
A. Make out practice schedules at the
beginning of each week.
B. Specify time practice is to end. En-
courage boys to work so practice can end
on time.
C. Use clock to time drills.
D. Keep practice schedules for refer-
ence.
li. KEEP TREMENDOUS STATISTICS
A. Locate cause of bad year. Use valid
test. Don't guess.
B. Organize practice schedules accord-
ing to weaknesses.
III. FUNDAMENTALS YOU MUST
WORK ON EVERY DAY
A. Shooting: (1) lay-up, (2) jump shot
B. Passing: (1) two hand, (2) one
hand, (3) accuracy
C. Tipping: (1) position, (2) leg spring
D. Rebounding: (1) blocking out, (2)
position offense (follow shot)
E. Maneuvering: (1) with ball (various
steps), (2) without ball (fakes-act), (3)
pivots and turns (position)
F. Defense: (1) individual work, (2)




ance, (b) quickens reflexes, (c) enables bet-
ter team defensive play in future years.
IV. Encourage each boy to improve in
his specific area of strength. This is no time
to be a Jack-of-all-Trades.
V. The practice schedule must double.
Hard work is the only substitute for talent.
VI. When no talent is available, a team
must play aggressive, rough-and-tumble
basketball and not allow their opponents to
play.
VII. Give an award to boy who does
the following things the most:
A. Hits the floor in an effort to recov-
er a loose ball,
B. Draws the most step-in-front fouls.
VIII. General Hints
A. Keep the play simple
B. Work hard to control jump ball sit-
uations
C. Work on attitude (1) winning and
losing (2) offensive and defensive
D. Talk over game situations frequent-
ly so your players will know what is going
on at all times.
E. Don't let practice get routine. It's
the change-of-pace that creates enthusiasm.
F. Most games are won or lost in prac-
tice.
G. Have squad members carry a basket-
ball to class until they reach some goal that
the coach has established for them. This is
just another way to create interest in the
game.
Back Pain In Athletes
Serious, disabling injuries of the back
are unusual in sports among persons who
have a sound spine to begin with. Con-
tusions of the muscles, strains of the liga-
ments and even fractures of various as-
pects of the lumbar vertebrae ordinarily
heal with no persistent disability in from
two to six weeks. If disability persists be-
yond six weeks, the physician will search
for some underlying defect in the spine or
its juncture with the sacrum.
Congenital defects of the spine which do
not produce obvious external signs are not
ordinarily recognized during childhood. Dur-
ing adolescence heavier stresses are placed
on the spine by the greater size and weight
and possibly more strenuous activities of
the individual. When the boy or girl be-
comes active in athletics, pain in the back
or spasm of the back muscles may appear
for the first time. Unless there has been a
history of injury these difficulties are often
discounted as "back strain" or "growing
pains." Continuation of athletic activities,
especially in the contact sports, may then
result in an injury which becomes chronical-
ly disabling because of the underlying de-
fect.
Coaches and trainers as well as team
physicians should be wary of the athlete
who seems to be having continual or recur-
ring back pains, even if not disabling. Such
an athlete may spend more time out of
competition than in action, and will be a
liability to the team as well as to himself.
Serious injury to such an athlete often re-
sults in long disability and heavy medical
expense. Such cases have an unfavorable
effect on the athletic insurance program as
well as the individual concerned.
The only way to prevent serious chron-
ically disabling back conditions in young
athletes is by rigidly excluding those who
have serious congenital anomalies of the
spines from sports which have a high risk
of injury to the back. This can be done,
first, by taking a careful history from all
candidates for these sports. Any history of
frequent back symptoms demands a care-
ful evaluation, including x-rays before the
candidate is admitted. On medical examina-
tion any obvious or apparent spinal a'"nor-
malities or muscle spasm should call for x-
ray examination. Signifciant limitation of
(Continued on Page Nine)
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Points of Special Emphasis
Sports are a vital, cultural expression of
America. They are as expressive of the
American way of life as are our freedom of
speech, the right to vote, our schools and
our choice of church. Participation is
neither compulsory nor mandatory. Sports
portray the true character of America and
they are filled with vitality, with ideals and
opportunities. The type of sports having
the greatest impact on the public is in the
field of athletics. Athletics are prominent
in our school and college programs. They
are conducted by the schools because they
make a definite contribution to the funda-
mental purposes of education and demo-
cracy. Therefore, activities in the interscho-
lastic program must be selected on the basis
of their potential contribution to the pur-
poses of education. Mere participation in the
interscholastic sports program is no guaran-
ty that educational outcomes will accrue. If
the sport is to make its proper contribution
to the education of the participant and
spectator, it must be conducted on a high
plane by leaders who clearly understand its
goals and who seek intelligently to attain
them.
Traditionally football has played a prom-
inent part in the interscholastic athletic
program of schools because it provides
unique experiences which contribute to the
democratic way of life and to the develop-
ment of desirable character and personality
traits. Participation in and practice for in-
terscholastic competition provides boys with
the opportunity to learn how to cooperate
and to sacrifice one's personal selfish inter-
ests for the greater welfare of the group.
Boys learn to cooperate as members of a
team by actually doing so, not by reading
or listening to lectures about it.
Competitive experience also enhances
the resnect for differences in people. Re-
ST)€ct for differences in people. Respect for
an individual because he is a human being,
not because his father has money, or his
family is listed in the social re'^ister, are
lessons which can be and are being learned
on the football field. Participation in the
game establishes the principles of snorts-
manshin, fortitude and fair plav, and. at
the same time, puts a premium on stamina.
Interscholastic athletics have been liken-
ed to atomic energy in that they possess
tremendous power either for good or evil,
depending upon the way in which they are
conducted. They may develop health or they
weaken it. They may produce the good
citizen or the thug. They may fulfill their
true function as a great medium of educa-
tion for youth, or they may be misused to
glorify a coach, a school, a faculty, or to
entertain the public.
The oppotunities for a student to bene-
fit from participation in interscholastic
football has expanded greatly during the
last decade and a half, and continue to do
so. 13,758 schools now provide football ex-
perience for 748,990 boys. 12,360 schools
sponsor 11-man teams, 1,096 schools sup-
port 8-man teams, 302 schools continue to
include 6-man football in their program.
The National Alliance Football Rules
Committee has written a code of rules for
the game which permits the competition
to be conducted in an interesting and
equitable manner and, at the same time,
specifically prohibit unnecessary roughness,
unfair tactics and unsportsmanlike conduct.
If the potential of game experience is to be
attained, it is necessary that those adminis-
tering the game see to it that it is played
in accordance with the letter and spirit of
the rule. The action of the players must be
in conformity to the rules and the officials
must Bccept the responsibility for enforcing
the rules promptly and with consistency.
The responsibility for making certain
that the game is played in conformance
with the letter and the spirit of the rule
is that of the coach and the officials. A
co''ch must teach skills and strategy which
are in accordance with the rules. When
there are infractions, it is the responsibility
of the officials to penalize pomptly and with
consistency. Vigilant administration of the
game rules permits no tolerance for infrac-
tions, violations or fouls. The football player
who intentionally violates a rule is guilty of
unfair play and unsportsmanlike conduct,
and, whether or not he escapes being penal-
ized, he brings discredit to the good name
of the game, which it is his duty as a play-
er to uphold.
(Continued on Page Nine)
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REPORTS SOON DUE
1. 1963 Football Participation List
2. School's Report on Football Officials
3. Official's Report on Schools (Football)
National Federation Basketball Test
Part II of the National Federation basketball ex-
aminatior. will be given all over Kentucky on Monday,
Eecember 2, to officials who wish to work for the
Approved and Certified ratings. Officials register-
ed with the K.H.S.A.A. for the first time this year
and who have not be?n regstered previously in any
other state association, are not eligible to take the
test. Those ir.terested should advise the State Office
immediately in order that necessary arrangements
can bi ma(ie with the school administrators who will
supervise the taking of the exam. Officials living in
Kentucky need not suggest the name of an examiner
The Approved rating does not carry forward from
year to year, but must be earned each year. After an
official has received the Certified rating, he keeps
this rating by attending clinics without havi.rg to con-
tinue to take the exam each year.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled November 1)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed,
it is the home phone unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Andrc'jki. Keith A.. 4123 Hillview Ave.. Louisville. 368-1461,
WE 7-1312 ext. 32
Ashworth, Fred G., 825 11th Ave., Huntington. W. Va.
Blankenbaker, Kenneth, 1349 Mill Lane, New Albany, Indiana,
WH 45-983. 636-2567
Cecil. Don J.. Route No. 3. Vine Grove. 877-5217, 765-2271
Coleman. Duke. 2554 Southview Drive, Lexington
Dierolf, Maj. William H., Jr.. Signal Section. Ill Corps. Fort
Hood. Texas, ME 4-3008, OV 5-7210
Duff, Earl. 218 Lyttle Blvd.. Hazard. 6-2725. 6-3136
Edwards, Donald. 7762-B Littlefield Loop, Fort Knox, 4-6049.
4-7161
Fucci. Dom. 752- Wellington. Lexington. 277-6327. 252-4"91
Hall, Richard T,. 2960 Rio Rita, Louisville, 458-6611, 585-5135
Jones. George W,. 6207 Pine Drive. Huntington, W. Va.
Kennedy. James R.. 439 Huguelet, Lexington, 252-9222
Lankert, Norman E.. 307 Sherwood Ave.. Clarksville. Ind.
BU 2-33<!8
Liber, Jim, 39 Glen Este. Cincinnati. Ohio. 281-3686
Lynn, Robert E.. 211 Barbour, Providence
Malcolm, Donald C, 1520 Ritter Blvd., Huntington, W, Va.
Parker, Francis V.. Princeton St., Providence
Simpson. Felix Delane, Hqs. Co., 4th MTB, 37th Armor, Ft.
Knox, 4-2881, 4-3548
Swantack. Stan. 7042 Paddison Road. Cincinnati 30, Ohio, 231-
3235, 271-3453
Swope. William W., 438 Price Road. Lexington. 255-2458
MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING
The Board of Control of the Kentucky-
High School Athletic Association met at
the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, on Saturday
morning, September 28, 1963. The meeting
was called to order by President Cecil A.
Thornton at 11:00, vi'ith Board members
Don Davis, Ralph C. Dorsey, Sherman Gish,
Preston Holland, Don R. Rawlings, Foster
J. Sanders and Oran C. Teater; and Assist-
ant Commissioner J. B. Mansfield present.
Commissioner Theo. A. Sanford was absent
due to the illness of his father.
Preston Holland moved, seconded by
Ralph Dorsey, that the reading of the minu-
tes of the July 27th meeting be waived,
since the members of the Board had receiv-
ed copies of these minutes. The motion was
carried unanimously.
The Assistant Commissioner gave a re-
port on the progress of the football season
in regard to the playoffs. Interest in the
playoffs is on the increase. Only a very few
of the schools do not have schedules to be
eligible for a championship. Eleven schools
are playing eleven-man football for the first
time. Three schools discontinued the sport
this season.
President Cecil A. Thornton appointed
the following men members of the State
Wrestling Committee: Chairman Orville
Williams, Louisville (Seneca) ; Will D.
Evans, Louisville (Ky. School for the
Blind) ; Bro. Leopold, C.F.X., Bardstown
(St. Joseph Prep.).
J. B. Mansfield, reported on two cases
in which Commissioner Sanford had taken
action recently. Hazard High School was
suspended for a period of one week and
three football games were forfeited for
using an ineli.gible player, Charles Pankey,
after he became twenty years of age. Wag-
gener High School was placed on probation
until December 1, 1963, and J. V. Coach
Vernon O'Dell was relieved of his conching
duties for a period of thirtv days for re-
moving his football team from the field
before the end of the Thomas Jefferson-
Waggenev game played September 13. 1963.
Don R. Rawlings moved, seconded by
Oran C. Teater, that the Board go on record
advocating that corresponding dates for
football games be determined by taking
dates from Thanksgiving Day back. This
was to begin in 1965. The motion was carri-
ed unanimously.
Don Davis read a letter from Prin. Joe
Anderson, Harrison County High School,
concerning recent action taken bv the Board
in re-districting the basketball teams in
Region 10. The Board discussed the matter
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PENNSYLVANIA CHAMPIONS
Pictured above are the members of the
1962-63 high school championship rifle team
of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic
Association. Attention is called to the fact
that ten of the thirteen squad members are
girls. Are we overlooking something in the
K.H.S.A.A.?
at length and agreed to look into the district
and regional set-up throughout the state
a future meeting.
President Cecil A. Thornton read a copy
of a letter written to Commissioner San-
ford from Prin. W. D. Bruce, Jr., Principal
of Thomas Jefferson High School. The copy
was presented by Foster J. Sanders. Foster
J. Sanders moved, seconded by Ralph C.
Dorsey, that the Board of Control recom-
mend to the Commissioner, as a matter of
new policy, the following interpretation of
K. H. S. A. A. regulations: "Junior varsity
teams competing against teams represent-
ing two-year high schools shall not have
these games count, for the junior varsity
team's school, against the 'game limit men-
tioned in K.H.S.A.A. By-Law 21." The mo-
tion was carried unanimously.
Oran C. Teater moved, seconded by Don
Davis, that the next meeting of the Board
of Control be held in Lexington on Decem-
ber 21, 1963. The motion was carried un-
anim.ously.
Sherman Gish moved, seconded by Don
R. Rawlings, that all bills of the Association
for the period beginning July 20. 1963, and
ending September 27, 1963, be allowed. The
motion was carried unanimously.
In an executive session, the Budget
Committee recommended that the salary of
the Commissioner and Assistant Commis-
sioner be increased bv five percent, retro-
active to July 1, 1963; and that the trip
mileage allowance for members of the
Board of Control, the Commissioner, and the
Assistant Commissioner be set at ten cents
(10(') per mile. Upon motion made by Don
R. Rawlings, seconded by Oran C. Teater,
the recommendations of the Budget Com-
mittee were approved unanimously.
There being no further business, the
meeting adjourned.
Approved Officials
Two additional officials have qualified
for the Approved rating in football since the
list of these higher rated officials appeared
in the October issue of the ATHLETE. They





(A) Inside front cover: RULES DIF-
FERENCES FROM LAST EDITION—7-5:
near end of first line following the word
violation—add "or player control foul" . . .
(B) Page 36: The words "player con-
trol" should be inserted right after "follow-
ing violation or a" in the middle of the sec-
ond line of the paragraph headed DEAD
BALL GOES THROUGH BASKET.
II. CASE BOOK:
(A) P.S. 6: Delete in fifth line of rul-
ing "or when ball is dead because of a viola-
tion and." Replace with "if".
(B) P.S. 136B: Revise Ruling so it is
as follows: "Yes for (a), (b), (c) and (d).
In (e) A6 may not enter, however, if the
clock is stopped for a charged time-out or
some other reason, A6 should be beckoned.
If A6 should be erroneously beckoned in (e),
he may participate."
(C) P.S. 136H: Add the phrase "fol-
lowing a field goal" to item (b) of the Play
so that it reads in the entirety: "before a
throw-in following a field goal." Delete the
last sentence of the ruling.
(D) P.S. 232D: Revise the last sen-
tence of the Ruling by deleting "at the spot
nearest the violation" and reolacing it with
"opposite nearer free throw line extended."
(E) P.S. 250C: Delete from the sec-
ond line of item (a) the following: "is not
certain whistle is for a foul or for a viola-
tion and."
(F) P.S. 259A: Revise item (c) of
Play to read, "(c) that A2 who is in the
game changed his number without reporting
the change." Insert the word "or" between
(a), (b). Delete "or (c)." Add to last line
"and two free throws for a flagrant foul
are awarded."
(G) P.S. 301C: Delete entire last sen-
tence of Ruling beginning with "If clock . . ."
(H) P.S. 360A: In (c) of the Ruling
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delete "B's end line near B's basket" and
replace with "at spot of throw-in." Add to
the first sentence in (d) the following "and
touches or is touched by another player."
(I) P.S. 422A : Ruling — Change
"legal" to "illegal."
(J) P.S. 483P: Delete entire play.
P.S. 22 on page 10 gives the correct ruling
for the situation described.
III. MEETING FOLDER:
(A) Page 3, Topic Assignment 2:
Delete in the middle of line 14 "it becomes
dead" and replace with "there is a violation
or foul."
(B) Page S, Topic Assignment 3, Fun-
damental 17: Reference in third line
should be "defense" instead of "offense."
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled November 1)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed,
it is the home phone unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Adam.j. Charles D.. 5702 Indian Rock Road. Louisville
Adams. William M., Letcher. 633-7787. 63.?-2524
Adkins, James A.. Jr.. 7822A Snratz St., Ft. Knox, 4-3201.
4-7(i28
Albright, Julian H., 858 Greenwood Ave.. Clarksville. Tenn.
645-5261. 645-2434
Alexander, Claudis Levi, 6125 Morning Glory Lane, Pleasure
Ridge Park, 937-7131
Allen, Harry Gordon, Box 163, Prestonsburg. TR 4-2616, BU
5-3011
Andress, Guy, North High School. Evansville, GR 6-8981, HA
5-7276
Arflin, Tracy T., Terrell's Trailer Court. Lot 24, Oak Grove,
439-4475, Ft. Campbell 4202
Atkins, Earl R., Route No. 1, Cunningham, Tenn.
Baird, William, Box 842, Hazard, 436-5443, 436-5443
Ball, De.bert, Burgin, 748-5395, 748-6221
Ballard, Jack H., 128 Pine St., Barbourville, 546-4482, 646-3210
Ballard, Shirley, Snowfall Drive Winchester, 744-5344
Basham, Millis, 416 Birkhead, Owensboro, MU 4-3993
Baucom, Gene, 413 Sylvian Terrace, Hopkinsville, TU 6-7048
Beckman, Arthur J.. 7761-A Littlefield Loop, Fort Knox,
4-3408, 4-6337
Berry Patrick H., 2968 Cheyenne Drive, Owensboro, 684-7070,
683-9038
Bitjig, Clifford A., 2419 Broadmeade, Louisville, GL 4-3797
Blevins, Boone, Jr., Staffordsville, 297-3336, 265-2164
Boehm, Robert Ted, 430 Kentucky Ave.. Lyndon Area, Louis-
ville, 895-1154. 459-3610
Bomersbach, Hoyte, Box 487, Mayfield, CH 7-6193, CH 7-2943
Boyd, Jerry, 848 Crossbill Rd., Danville, 236-2247, 236-3637
Boyd. Thomas, Wayland
Bradford, Earl E., 218 Marrion Drive, Glasgow, 651-3835
Bradshaw, Bill, Shake:-town Road, Burgin, 748-5266, 748-6180
Breeden, Charles W.. Bard-jtown Road, Mt. Washington, 538-
4897. 451-0600
Brescia. Michael A., 913 Fairview Ave.. W. Portsmouth, Ohio,
UL 8-5811
Brockman, Gerald K., 2726 Riedling Drive, Louisville, TW
3-2303, JU 2-3511
Brown, Billy C. Route No. 1, Crab Orchard. 355-2017
Brown. Thomas F.. 3598 Kenoak Lane, Cincinnati. Ohio, EL
1-6532, 731-2323
Browning, Earl, 8715 Blossom Lane, Louisville, 425-2937, 239-
3267
Brummett, Joseph W., 519 O'Hara Drive, P, O. Box 175. Dan-
ville 236-2158
Bruner. Jack C., Route No. 6, Box 29J, London, 864-4322,
864-2701
Bryan, William B., Route No. 4, Par«, 362-4228, 362-4264
Burch, Michael, 108 5th St., Dayton, 431-256
Burnett. Duke, Route No. 1, Cadiz. LA 2-6645, LA 2-8204
Butler, Jack, 2604 4th Ave.. Huntington. W. Va.
Butts, Delbert L.. 107 Sterling, Mt. Sterling, 1313, 864R
Caldwell. James A.. 162 Clover Ridge. Ft. Thomas, 441-1626,
397-2487
Callahan, Tom J.. Brockman Hall. Xavier University. Cincin-
nati. Ohio, ME 1-9604, 441-7102
Campbell, James, Route No. 2. Elkton, 265-2055. 266-2363
Campbell. John. Jr., Garrett, 358-3461 (Bus.)
Canaday. Glenn, Vine Grove
Canady, Ray B., 223 South Main, Barbourville, 646-3501, 646-
3801
Carpenter, Arthur D., Stanville, GR 8-4365
Caple, Harold E., 318 Poplar, Ludlow. AX 1-6491
Carroll. Joe E.. Falcon. 9-3194 (Bus.)
Castell, Ralph M., East Bernstadt. VI 3-2732. VI 3-2730
Cecil, Don J., Route No. 3, Vine Grove. 877-6217. 765-2271
Clark. Larry W., 624 E. Mill Creek Road. Radcliff, 354-4574
Clary, Kenneth 436 Cherry, Henderson, VA 7-3320
Click, Edgle, Manton
Cobb, Ken M., Maple 323. Hazard. 436-3272
Cobb. Mike, Route No. 2, Central City.l427-J. Greenville 212
Cole. Dickie. P. O. Box 265, Sweeden, 69-7-3606
Coleman, Charles R., 509 E. Main St., Lexington. 2-6446
Collins. Larry H., 3148 Beech Ave., Covington. AX 1-8616, ME
1-0010
Combs, Franklin D., Jackson, 666-5466, 666-2446
Combs, William E., 520 Carol Drive, Greenwood, Indiana, TU
1-4676, ME 0-1779
Conley. Elzie, Jr., Route No. 2, Box 87, Salyersville. FI 9-4544,
FI 9-4992
Conway, James M., 260 Lookout, Frankfort, 7-4268, 7-2206
Cornel;tjon, Walter Lee, Box 103, Bybee, 369-5631, 369-5350
Cornette, Jack L.. Lovely, 395-5197
Cox, Rufus A., 603 Hopewell, Madisonville, 821-2692, 383-3301
Creamer, Tom, 317 River Side Drive, Russell, 836-3242, 836-
3531
Crocetti, Dom, 8002 Red Cedar Way, Louisville, 969-1895, 937-
23
Crutcher, Joseph Lamar, 116 Edelen St., Vine Grove, 877-2448,
WI 27-47217
Cunningham, Jack D.. Majestic
Cunningham, Julian R.. Mt. Sterling, 1055J3, 1500
Curiey, Tom, College Heights. P. O. Box 224. Bowling Green,
VI 2-9074
Curtis, Douglas E., 62 Willows Ave., Rantoul, 111. 892-2746,
3-3111 ext. 5153
Daugherty. Ernest R., Route No. 3, Box 287D. Anchorage,
241-4166
Davr.j, A. J. 811 Hall St.. Hazard. 436-4440, 436-3151
Davis, Gene D.. Betsy Layne. GR 8-4931
Dav:.j. Harod T., Box 191. Beaver Dam, 274-4166, 274-3870
DeArmond, Jimmie W.. Route No. 1, Greenville, 450M4
Decker, Bernard G., 1605 Miller, Murray, 763-6283
Deim Martin D., Box 96, Route No. 4, Anchorage, 425-1766,
896-0567
Denham, Ronald, 212 Whitley Ave., Stanford, 365-7385, 365-
2166
Dierolf, William H., Jr.. Signal Section. Ill Corps, Fort Hood,
Texas, ME 4-3008, OV 5-7210
DiMuzio, Robert M., 5841 Brouse Ave.. Indianapolis, Ind., CL
3-7686, CL 3-7686
Dingus. Charles D., Hite
Dixon. Charles Thomas, 331 McDonald Drive. Vemailles, 873-
5064, 873-4989
Doms, Albert R.. Jr., Hq. Co., 37th Armor. Ft. Knox, 4-3548,
4-8136
Duncil. Charles Slemp, 675-4686
Eastridge, Bobby, 609 S., Columbia Ave., Campbellsville, 465-
5014, 466-4157
Edwards, Jimmv. Route No. 2, Leitchfield. 259-4372, 259-4372
Eisaman, Gerald E.. USAARMC Special Services, Ft. Knox,
942-2068, 4-1255
Elliott, Carroll L., 307 College St.. Elizabethtown, 766-4007,
765-6118
Elliott, Humphrey, Liberty. 787-4291
Ellis. Walter, Box 532. Brandenburg. 422-6201. 422-4665
Emery. George A., 234 Clay. New Albany, Ind., WH 4-5267,
Louisville 634-1511
English, Herbert T.. Jr., Prospect, 228-4538
English. Jerry. Route No. 4. Versailles. 3-4627. 3-4171
Fallon. Robert J., 645 N. Main, Hazard, 436-4528, 436-2161
Fannin, Benny Joe, Betsy Layne
Farish, Merlin J.. Box 12, Irvington, 547-4455
Farmer, Ralph L., 100 Liberty, Somerset, 679-1245
Feher, A. J.. 500 Main St.. Lynch. 848-2717. 848-5431
Fin'ey. Ron. 9120 Kenlock. Louisville. 425-2300. 582-2613
Floyd. Richard Louis. Route No. 1. Bagdad. 747-8761
Fly, Edward Lynn, 812 W. Main. Murray. 753-6754
Francis. George, Anco. 436-3436
Franzen. Leo N.. 36 Riley Road. Alexandria, 697-6634
Frey, William R., 224 East 10th St.. Newport. 291-2268
Fricke. Harold, 4761 Clevesdale Drive, Cincinnati 38, Ohio 261-
1791
Fritz, Sherman, 122 Meadowlark Drive, Richmond, 623-4966,
<;
''3-3424
Frye, Gilbert Lee, Route No. 2, Fleminesburg, 845-8631, 845-
2216
Gabbard, John B., 320 North Hill St., London, 864-5915. 864-
2863
Galuk. Walter M.. 840 Bath Ave.. Ashland. 325-3305. 325-1751
Galyen. Doug'as. Route No. 3. Greenville. 1279J
Gay. David W.. 106 Maple Ave.. Lancaster 792-3322, 262-2250
ext. 3407
Geiser, Robert. 6532 Beechmont Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 231-
8664, 231-5046
Gentry, Bobby Gene, 2606 Canton Pike, Hopkinsville, 886-6219
Gerding. Jim, 1007 Patteroon, Newport, 291-5152, 581-2410
Goforth. Bob, Box 16, Loyall, 379, 2769
Go'ns, Herman, 2nd Street, Williamsburg
Goode, Earl, 1517 Versailles Road. Lexington, 265-2893, 277-
6115
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Grace, H. E., Jr., Middlesboro, 4, Pineville ED 7-3320
Graham, Jim, 4506 Blackburn Ave., Ashland, 4-8169, 4-1155
ext. 376
Graves, Robert L., 1S28 Catalpa, Louisville, 776-7905, GL 4-4233
Gray, Raymond, Box 87, Livermore, BR 8-2615
Griffin, Charles David, 233 Garr, Flemingsburg, 845-2923,
845-8011
Griffin, Dennis. Route No. 2, Butler, 697-5998, 472-6901
Gumm, Kenneth E., 7304 Edenderry, Louisville, 969-7335, GL
4-7511 ext. 4559
Hagedorn, Thomas, 156 Clover Ridge, Ft. Thomas, 441-3973
562-7738
Halcomb, Ralph, Main Street, Mt. Vernon, Livingston, 453-2641
Hall, Billy Joe, 830 Sunset Drive, Lexington
Hall, Jack R., Elkhorn City, SK 4-6981 (Bus.)
Hall, Mac, Route No. 1, Box 187 Williamson, W. Va.
Hall, William, Leeu College, Jackson, NO 6-9223
Hamilton Steve, 308 W. Sun, Morehead
Hardin, Carl Ray, Malan Acres. Lebanon, 692-2784. 692-3109
Hardin, Donald Gene, Fifth Ave.. Morehead, ST 4-5668
Harper, Robie, Beechmont, Drakesboro GR 6-2264
Harrell, Bill D., 129 Alton Road, Shelbyville, ME 3-4601, ME
3-2344
Harris, Mickey, BIdg. 5339 Brett Drive, Apt. E. Ft. Knox
Harrison, John L., Route No. 6, Cynthiana, 234-3333, 234-5721
Harrod, Robert. 129 Camden, Versailles, 873-3227, 873-3691
Haynes, William T., 1011 2nd St., Henderson, VA 7-3388, VA
6-4255
Hazelwood, Howard Perry, 213 Liverpool Road, Lexington,
254-3385, 252-3930
Heitzman, Don L., 3616 Lincoln, Covington, 431-1239, 431-0462
Henderson, Robert L., Route No. 1, Water Valley, FL 5-2201,
FL 5-2220
Henley, Jimmy L., Box 122, Columbus, 677-2867
Henson, Tony C, Route No. 6, Mayfield, CH 7-5742 I Bus. I
Hicks Allan Don, Route No. 1, Boaz, 444-7858
Hicks, Floyd E., 43 New URL Florence, 283-1207, 731-2121
ext. 250
Hisle, Charlie R., 37 Jackson St., Wincht'jter, 744-5754, Lex-
ington 299-1221 ext. 4217
Hogan, Cleo C Jr., Box 86, Park City, 749-2267
Holt, Daniel D., Box 632, College Station. Murray, 672-3625
Holt, Robert E., 600 Sanderson Drive, Hopkiwjville, 6-1738,
6-1207
Hopkins, Bobby L.. Box 109, Park City, 749-2642, 749-9000
Horn, Dick, 8"2 Hillcrest, Danville, 236-3962, 236-6373
Horton, John. Route No. 2, Owensboro, 683-5234
Howard, Carl, Route No. 1, Lynnville, EV 2-2170, FA 8-3200
Howard, Henry D.. Kentucky Ave., Pineville. 7-2744, 7-2996
Hughes, Paul P., South Lake Drive, Prestonsburg, 886-6771,
886-2170
Hulett, Mack G., 102 Sue Barbara Court, Lancaster
Hunter, Wayne, Route No. 1, Nicholasville
Huston, Roderick J., 4940 Rose Terrace. Ft. Knox
Huter, James J., 3643 Vermont, Louisville, SP 6-0707, Henry-
viile. Indiana 796-6255
Idol, Billy Joe, 124 Leafwood Road, Middlesboro, 1315
Ingraham, Gary J.. 1030 Greenleaf Road, Louisville, 673-2755,
897-2815
Ison, Ed, Skyline
Jenkins, Jerry Springdale Ave., Cynthiana, 234-3350
Johnson, Leroy, Lamb, 434-8296
Johnson, Walter, Box 397, Grayson, 474-5908, 474-5721
Jones, Joe S.. 203 Green St.. Manchester 598-3793, 598-3200
Jordan, Art, 526 Dalton St.. Owensboro, MU 3-1024
Kelly, Charles R.. 4535 Stone St., Louisville 16, 447-2665
Kelly, Robert J.. Jr., 2321 Hilton Ave., Ashland, 325-1702.
JE 2-2435
Kidwell. James S., 1112 Parkway, Covington, JU 1-9141
King, P. J. 307 Coast Guard. Owensboro. 3-2401 (Bus.)
King, Raymond H., 216 Blossom Lane, Southgate, 441-5309,
261-4357
Kitchen, Leslie, 1701 Lindy Lane, Lexington, 256-6062, 299-
4381
Kloenne, Jack, 513 St. Joseph, Park Hills, 431-2475, 431-2986
Kremer, Joueph A., 3727 Glenmeade Road, Louisville, 454-
3991, 587-0026
Lacy, William E., 124 Avalon Hills, Hopkinsville, TU 6-3660,
TU 6-2515
Ladd, Ronald E., 124 South Highland, Princeton. 365-6342, 365-
5651
Lally, James J., 1210 Ross Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, GA 1-6700
ext. 653, 471-3644
Lashbrook. Gene, 607 Warwick Drive, Owensboro, MU 3-0831MU 3-2431
Laugherty, Kenneth R., Box 1198, Kincheloe Air Force Base
Mich., 496-6611, ext. 2618
Lawson, Leland, 949 Deporres, Lexington, 254-1009, 252-3044
Lawson, Rondall, Blair Trailer Court No. 3, Morehead, 836-
6486
Lehkamp, Kenneth, 184 Valley View, Southgate, 441-1475, 697-
8181
Lequire, H. M., Horton Addition, Harlan, 1123-J, 2600
Lester, Harold, Route No. 3, Harrodsburg, 734-3207
Liles, Bill, 143 Holmes Drive, Paducah, 898-2030
Littlepage, Pryce, 22 Midway Ave., Madisonville, TA 1-1642
Logan, Donald E., Route No. 4, Falmouth, 664-3683, 654-3583
Long, James E., Baukett, VA 7-3"62
Longo, Richard, 143 Castle Heights, Harrodsburg, 734-2727,
734-3242
Louden. Hubert C Route No. 3, Box 288, Anchorage, 241-4154,
587-8411
Lovely, Hamlet, Box 92. Garrett, 368-4076
Lynn, Robert E., 211 Barbour, Providence
Lytle. William Price, Box 758, Lagrange, Georgia, TU 2-3824,
Columbus. Georgia MU 9-5180
McBride, W. Kenneth, 157 St. William Drive, Lexington, 266-
7786, 265-6666 Station No. 1
McCauley, John E., 208 Paddock Road, Clarksville, Tenn. 645-
6295, 647-1601
McClure, William Scott, 404 College. London, 864-5669, 864-
2255
McDannold. Lewis H., 150 Kilmer Drive, Versailles, 873-5349,
873-3571
McDonald. Charles W., 1415 Indianola St., Bowling Green
McFall, Gene G., 107 Turner Ave., Lancaster, 792-3124, 648-
McGuire. Herbert W., 914 Rosemont Ave., Danville, 236-0546,
236-6221
McLane, Albert I.. General Delivery, White Mills, 862-4579,
862-1924
McLeon, Robert N., Box 620, Somerset, 678-5669, 678-8766
Maines, (Jeorge E., 3418 Terrace Drive, Erlanger. 341-7460,
421-4454
Mallory. Bradford, 7409 Dixie Highway. Florence, 283-2714,
431-0900
Mancuso, John Paul, 1303 Olive Blvd., Box 726, Murray, 753-1349
Maner. Richard A., 314 Harahan, Paducah, 443-5448, 442-2426
Marlette, Ronald L.. 133 Lyons Drive, Frankfort, 227-6784
Marshall. T. N., 1320 Central Ave., Apt. No. 3, Ashland, 324-
1991. 324-0073
Martin, Robert Eugene, 429 Chestnut, Henderson, VA 6-3833,
JE 3-6473
Mattingly, Bernard, Hardin-jburg, 6-6175, 6-5175
Maxwell. James E., Box 265, Warsaw, 667-6751, 657-6751
Maynard, Lonnie, Freeburn,
Meadors, Bill, 102 Millers Lane Ft. Thomas, 781-2348
Meadows. Marvin, Clayhole
Means, Hugh W., 2704 Florence, Hopkinsville, TU 5-5993, TU
6-5993
Metzger, Donald R., 3317 Utah Ave., Apt. No. 1, Louisville
366-8543, GL 4-7611 Ext. 624
Milbern, Daniel L., McKinnev, 346-3751, Lexington 252-2250
ext. 26"3
Miller. Bob, 197 Holiday Lane, Ft. Thomas, 441-6885, 697-6868
Miller, Ferrel, Route No. 1, Murray, 435-4151, 435-4151
Miller, Kenneth H., 5406 Paquette St., Van Voohris, Ft. Knox
Miller. Leemon O., Jr., 2309 Kentucky Ave., Paducah. 442-0014,
444-6311
Miller, Rex J., 2711 Greenway Road, Ashland. 324-5023
Miller, Roy J., 544 Whitcomb, Clarksville, Indiana, BU 3-6335,
366-4218
Miller, Victor, 23 Pine Hill Drive, Hiland Heights, 781-0619,
431-3778
Mink. Robert Jerry. Main Street, Livingston
Montgomery, Chttjter, 1310 South Elm, Henderson, VA 7-3075,
VA 7-3075
Montgomery. Don, First Street. Bm-gin„ 748-5582, 748-5180
Mooneyhan, James H., 810 Henry St., Franklin
Moore, Josiah L., 621 Northside Drive, Lexington, 299-1006.
254-0960
Moore. Roy, Jr., P. O. Box 28, London, 864-6023, 864-2246
Morris, Charles E., Route No. 1, Box 17, Lily, 864-4379
Mudd. Ed. 3512 Mildred Drive, Louisville, SP 6-6888
Murdock, Pat, Route No. 2, Kirksey, 489-2881
Musselman Thomas, P. O. Box 5654 Cherokee Station, Louisville,
GL 4-4688, GL 4-4588
Napier. Harold G.. Hardburly
Napier, Walter, Jr., Box 199, Loyall, 1806W, 753
Neal, James, Faii-view Drive, Route No. 2, Owensboro, MU
4-3-94. MU 3-2401 ext. 512
Neikirk, D. Paul, Ruth, 679-2103, 678-8216
Nelson. Bernard L., 103 Perry St., Louisa
Nevil, Vernon E.. 7748-C 70th Tank Bn. Rd., Ft. Knox, 4-6604,
4-8630
Newsom, Lawrence, 538 Parkside Drive, Lexington, 299-6367,
252-4590
Niceley, James E., Route No 2, Utica, PA 9-4634
Nie, Allen F., 1031 Isabella, Newport, 291-6847, 261-1726
Noble, Charles B., 1164 Main St., Jackson, 666-2728, 666-9224
Noble, Leonard, 439 Court, Jackson, 666-2430, 666-2887
Norwood, Donald V., Strawberry Lane, Route No. 6. Franklin,
586-5119, 586-4636
Norwood, Thomas Richard, 811 Henry St., Franklin
Nunn, Wesley L.. Star Route, Brandenburg, 422-6736, 422-4560
Ogle, Pat, Hawesville, WA 7-2281
Osborne, Virgil F., Jonancy, 639-2740
Overmyer, Ethan A., 300 South 16th St.. Murray. 753-5695
Overton, Frank, Jr.. Box 36, Four Mile. ED 7-2026
Owen, Harry Edward, 232 Lowry Lane, Lexington, 277-9019
Page, Richard H., 1015 Paris Road, Mayfield. 247-3891, 247-
2615
Parker. Francis V., Princeton St., Providence
Parrish, Dale C, Route No. 1, Box 215, Frankfort, CA 3-1257,
CA 7-2231 ext. 534
Partridge, William, 410 South 6th St., Rockport, Indiana,
MI 9-4167
Patterson, Jimmy, 903 Hustonville Road, Danville. 236-3909, 236-
4727
(Continued on Page Eight)
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The Flying Dutchman
Ernie Chattin c.iarcoais uie test steak
in Kentucky, and Helen, his wife, bakes
the best apple pie. Ask Rex Alexander what
Alex Groza did to Helen Chattin's garlic
bread when they tried out one of Ernie's
steaks. The clinic trip just completed was
a gourmet's delight.
Somerset's Bill Clark, Jim Williams and
Doug Hines ; Hopkinsville's Bernard John-
son ; E'Town's Howard Gardner ; Beech-
mont's Jerry Kimmel ; Bowling Green's Bon-
nie Schmied ; Hazard's Reverend John Na-
gele and Paul Townes ; and Morehead's Bob-
by Laughlin get the Dutchman's nod for
Kentucky's largest athletic appetites. If
all of these Kentuckians dropped in on
Ernie and Helen, even those two couldn't
charcoal and bake fast enough.
"Corky" Withrow, who will replace Stan
"The Man" Musial on the St. Louis Baseball
Team, had dinner with the Dutchman at
Beaver Dam. The Central City "fence bust-
er" attended the clinic so he could qualify
for basketball officiating this winter.
"Corky" has confidence, ability and deter-
mination. St. Louis fans will like him.
Picked up a couple of country hams at
Murray for two grand Hoosiers, Phil Eskew
and Herman Keller. Nothing like a Ken-
tucky ham to properly nourish Phil and
Herman!
When George Maines and Stanley Amzen
opened the doors for the Newport Clinic,
Tom Ellis, Ed McNabb and Bob Miller led
a crowd of more than two hundred into the
gym. Stanley is looking for a larger space
for 1964. Louisville had the largest crowd
of four hundred which was a tribute to
Claude Ricketts' promotional ability.
This doesn't happen often. John Dotson
of Vincennes, Indiana, wrote the following
after receiving a Corn Cob Pipe of Honor
Award : "Thanks for the Corn Cob Pipe
Award, but I don't understand the the three-
legged horse." Every horse has "gotta"
have four legs. If your horse doesn't, he
had one broken off or else he isn't a Ken-
tucky thoroughbred.
Two Cob Pipes for unselfish service go
to Cleophus Pursifull, 808 Dorchester Ave-
nue, Middlesboro, and Albert McLane of
Stephensburg. Cleophus is to the mountains
of Eastern Kentucky what Irvin S. Cobb
was to the Purchase. Cleophus is a combina-
tion of fun and service. Albert McLane of
West Hardin High School should have been
honored years ago for his unselfish service
for young people. His record as a coach is
spotless and now that he is retiring he will
be missed. You are one of "Nature's Noble-
men", Albert.
The Dutchman has a brand new plaque
on his office wall. At Indianapolis Don
McBride, Muncie, presented it on behalf of
the Eastern Indiana Officials' Association
for outstanding contribution to basketball
officiating in the Hoosier state. Jack Small
of Lafavette followed up this presentation
with an engraved cigar lighter. Our cup
runneth over.
Jerry Gilbert, South Central Officials'
Association located at Elizabethtown writes,
"Howard Gardner deserves a Corn Cob
Pipe of Honor for his impartial handling
of Sixth Region officials and for his dedi-
cation to the instruction of young officials".
Howard is one of the greatest in the Dutch-
man's book. The award is on its way.
THINGS I LEARNED FROM
SEVENTEEN CLINICS
1. There is this advantage to the offic-
ial raising his hand when his whistle sounds
on violations : If there is pandemonium in
the gymnasium and the whistle is not heard
by the timer, the official's raised hand could
be seen and the clock could be stopped.
2. Play Situation 451 S (a) and Rule
2-9 state that the official must hand the ball
for throw-ins unless the throw-in is from
outside and end line following a score. Be-
cause basket interference is a violation,
the official is to hand the ball for this
throw-in even though points are scored.
The Dutchman ruled incorrectly on this
in the clinics. After more than forty (cor-
rection, fifty) years on this planet, it has
finally happened—I made a mistake. Don't
ever let this happen to you.
Play Situation 15 in your Case Book is
correct.
3. Al runs and passes off to A2 who
throws the ball in the basket. Al traveled
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near the division line. Ruling: Ball is award-
ed to B out of bounds nearest the spot of
the violation.
Bulletin to Ohio officials—The Dutch-
man will see you at the Green Meadows Inn
in Columbus on November 17th.
Films
The films listed below are in the Film Library of
the University of Kentucky Colleee of Education.
The Code letters "e,j,s,c,a" refer to elementary, junior
high, senior high, college and adult audiences who
may enjoy the particular film listed. The rental prices
shown do not apply to schools which use one of the
special subscription service plans, offered by the
Bureau of Audio-Visual Material.
Basketball
ASHLAND VS. ST. XAVIER (1962 K.H.S. BASKET-
BALL TOURNAMENT FINALS), e-j-s-c-a, 3
reels, Silent, $.75
The Ashland Tomcats gave a valiant performance
in trying to capture their second consecutive cham-
pionship but the Tigers of St. Xavier were the win-
ners in the final game by 62-58. The Tigers were led
by Mike Silliman and the Tomcats by Larry Conley.
BALL HANDLING IN BASKETBALL, j-s-c, 1 reel,
$1.50
Teaches fundamentals of basketball handling in-
cluding stance, grip, control, adjustment, before
shooting, catching the ball, and other points. Pre-
sents game shots, using special photographic tech-
niques to illustrate principles.
BASKETBALL BY RUPP, j-s-c-a, 2 reels, $2.50
Animated play diagrams, slow motion photogra-
phy, and action shots are combined in this new film
prepared under the persoral direction of Mr. Rupp
especially for coaching use. Among the drills and
plays covered in this film are: jivot man's slide into
the basket; Play No. 6, the famous Kentucky Basket
Maker; legal screening; penetrating zone defense;
and the Kentucky fast break.
BASKETBALL FOR MILLIONS, j-s-c-a, 3 reels, $.75
This is the film for 1958-59, produced by the Of-
ficial Sports Film Service under the sanction of the
National Federation. A fantastic dream sequence
where impossible and nightmarish situations can and
do arise is the continuity thread used throughout the
film to depict: Accepted officiating procedures
—
prob-
lems created by double fouls and false double fouls
—
tricky situations connected with front and back court
—jump ball infractions and procedures—little under-
stood distinction between player and team control
and a panorama of basic rule fundamentals.
BASKETBALL FUNDAMENTALS — INDIVIDUAL
TECHNIQUES, j-s-c-a, IV2 reels, $2.50
Branch McCracken, Indiana University basketball
coach, used his team to demonstrate the fundamentals
of basketball. Slow motion photography is' used to
break the various court techniques down into easily
grasped essentials.
BASKETBALL KENTUCKY STYLE, j-s-c-a, 2 reels,
$2.50 (in state). $5.00 (out of state)
This is the revised edition of the film "Basketball
By Rupp" prepared under the personal direction of
Mr. Rupp especially for coaching use.
BASKETBALL STRATEGY FOR GIRLS, j-s-c-a, 1
reel, $1.50
The basic strategy of offense play (fakes, rolls,
cutting, screening, varying pace) and defense play
(player to player, basic zone, shifting zone, triangle,
and diagonal) is demonstrated and explained in this
film.
BASKETBALL TECHNIQUES FOR GIRLS, j-s-c-a,
1 reel, $1.50
Basic movement skills (running, starting, stop-
ping, turning) passing (finger control, movement
with the pass, leading the receiver, choice of the right
pass), catching (side pass, high pass), shooting (fing-
er control, arm extension., ,wrist flip, choice of the
right shot), dribbling, making, and pivoting are dem-
onstrated and explained in this film.
BASKETBALL FOR GIRLS: FUNDAMENTAL
TECHNIQUES, j-s-c-a, 1 reel (11 man.), $1.50
Fast action, slow-motion photography, and skill-
ful players combine to show fundamental techniques
of ball handling, passing and shooting.
BASKETBALL FOR GIRLS: GAME PLAY, j-s-c-a,
1 reel (11 min.), $1.50
Individual player techniques in offense and de-
fense are demonstrated-pivoting, feinting, passing,
screening, shooting and handling rebounds.
BETTER BASKETBALL, j-s-c-a, 3 reels, color, $.75
This film is produced by the Official Sports Film
Sei-vice under the sanction of the National Federation
of State High School Athletic Associations. It dem-
onstrates current rules and good officiating procedure
with colorful action by skilled players.
CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL — TEAM TECH-
NIQUES, j-s, 1 reel, $1.50
Man-to-man defense is shown, with the means
best used under varying conditions.
DEFENSIVE FOOTWORK IN BASKETBALL, j-s-c,
1 reel, $1.50
Striding with an opponent, checking, maneuver-
ing him out of position and other basic skills are
illustrated, using special photography to demonstrate
points. Rebounding, pivoting, and correlated arm
action are taught also.
DUNBAR VS. AHLAND (1961) Finals, e-j-s-c-a,
3 reels (33 min.), color, ,silent, $.75
The Tomcats from Ashland High School won the
final game of the tournament by defeating Dunbar
High School of Lexington 69-50. The Ashland team
won the tournament after elimintaing William Grant,
Seneca and Wheelwright to reach the final game.
MONTICELLO VS. FLAGET (1960 K. H. S. A. A.
STATE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
FINALS), e-j-s-c-a, 2 reels, color, silent, $.75
Flaget High School of Louisville defeated Monti-
cello High School in the final game of the tournament
to win the championship. The Braves came from be-
hind in the last half to overtake the Trojans and win
by a score of 65-56.
NORTH MARSHALL VS. DUPONT MANUAL (1959)
K.H.S. BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT FINALS,
e-j-s-c-a, 3 reels, silent, $.75
The Indians of North Marshall High School prov-
ed too much for the Reds of duPont Manual in the
fnial game, vdnning by a score of 64-63. All-State
players, Doyle and Lampley, were best for the win-
ners, w'hile Melear and Siers led the Reds.
OFFICIAL BASKETBALL, e-j-s-c-a, 4 reels (40 min.),
color, $.75
Demonstrates the official rules interpretations
covering screening, traveling, jump ball,, front and
back court, throw-ins, free throws, personal and
technical fouls, rebounding, and unusual and often
misunderstood play situations.
RUPP'S FUNDAMENTALS OF BASKETBALL, j-s-
c-a, 1 reel, silent, $1.25
Coach Rupp's University of Kentucky Wildcats
(1949-50) demonstrate ten different plays in such a
clear manner that it is easy to follow and learn each
play.
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RUPPS PARADE TO THE NATIONAL CHAMP-
IONSHIP OF 1958, j-s-c-a, 4 reels, $3.50
This film presents the high lights of all the games,
both regular season and tournament games, which led
up to the U of K's Wildcats winning the NCAA
basketball crown.
SENECA VS. LEXINGTON DUNBAR, j-s-c-a, 4 reels,
silent, color, $.75
The Se.-.reca Indians defeated the Lexington Dun-
bar Bearcats by the score of 72-66 to win the forty-
sixth annual state championship. Redd and Unseld
led Seneca while Wilson and Smith were best for
Dunbar.
SHOOTING IN BASKETBALL, j-s-c, 1 reel, $1.50
Co.'.centrating on the set shot, this film pictures
the action of the throw, stance, aim, trajectory, and
fingertip control. Special attention is given total body
coordination, especially ir«ward rotation of the hand
and arm making the throw.
ST. XAVIER VS. DAVIESS CO. (1958) K. H. S.
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT FINALS, e-j-s-
c-a, 3 reels, $.75
St. Xavier High School of Louisville won the 1958
State Basketball Tournament by defeating Daviess
County of Owensboro, 60-49, i.-i the final game of the
tournament at the University of Kentucky Coliseum.
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(Continued from Page Five)
Payne. Gayle H. Bethlehem, 878-5981, 878-5980
Peden, Harlan C, 1708 Mosley Drive, Hopkinsville, 269-2102
(Bus.)
Pelfrey. Charles E.. 2004 Dalton St., Ashland, ,324-1240
Penix. Robert Ferrell, Williamsport, 789-3412, 789-3048
Pennell, Donald G., Route No. 2, Box 28, Jenkinu, llO-R
Penrod. Joe B., 1203 Locust, Owensboro, MU 3-8773, MU 4-1175
Perry. George B., Route No. 2, Princeton, EM 6-2633, EM 5-5615
Phelps, Mervil E., Route No. 1, Owensboro, MU 3-0997, MU 3-
3575
Phelps, Ralph, 620 Bellefonte Road, Flatwoods, 836-3670, 324-
1155 ext. 258
Phillips, Ray, Campion, 8-3473
Pietrowski, Paul, 108 Bishop, Corbin. 957R
Pike, Robert F., 2';7 5th St., Carrollton, 732-4309, 732-4289
Piper, James A., 154 St. Philip, Lexington, 266-4449, 277-9991
Pittman, Spencer, 205 Clements Ave., Somerset, 679-1389, 679-
1307
Poffenbarger, George, 220 Sycamore Road, Lexington, 266-4106,
252-9965
Polly. Rex, 334 Hazard St., Whitesburg, 633-2597
Poynter, James L., 57 Bon Haven, Winchttiter, 744-6932, 744-
4618
Prather, Wilbur E., 1512 Berry Blvd. Louisville, EM .3-2908
Prewitt, Allan, 209 S. Campbell, Lancaster, 792-2024, 548-2631
Prior, Lowell F., 1722 Highland Ave., Portsmouth, Ohio. EL
3-0700, EL 3-6129
Pruden, Jim, 3739 Kipling Dr., Owensboro, MU 4-4469, MU
3-4551
Pyle, Ronnie F., 312 North 2nd Street, Central City, 1153,
Greenville, Ky. 1155
Rakel, Bob, 2625 Topeka St., Cincinnati 31, Ohio, 825-8135,
761-0838
Randolph. Don M., 6310 Shelia Road, Louisville, 969-6359, 969-
5145
Randolph, John, Box 341, Cadiz, 522-8817, 522-6653
Ratchford. Charles R., Jr., 516 North 33rd St., Louisville, SP
2-0108, JU 4-6329
Rawlings, Charles, Route No. 3, Elizabethtown, 765-2529, 765-
5237
Replogle. R. Kent, 1912 Cambridge Dr., Lexington. 255-2360,
252-2201 ext. 2264
Reschar John V.. Sr., 5518 Pico Lane, Louisville. 969-3885. WE
7-2300
Rexroat, Jerry, 204 W. Main, Lebanon Junction, 833-4446,
Louisville 447-3221
Richardson, Ralph D., Route No. 1. Fonthill
Richardson, Charles E., Waco
Rickard, Bob, Box 91, Bremen, 3411, 3554
Riggs, Floyd L., Route No. 8, Box 400, Evansville, Indiana,
UN 7-3090, HA .5-3346
Rightmyer, W. H.. Jr., Itouto No. 3, Owensboro, MU 4-5866
Rison, Johnny B., 197 3rd St., Ravenna, 723-2852
Roberts. Ray M., Route No. 6, Murray, 753-5583, 753-1651
Robertson, Joe B. 2719 Cayce Meade Dr., Hopkinssville, TU 5-8283
Roby, Joseph L., P. O. Box 1504, Owensboro, 275-4440, 683-7365
Rogers; Robert L., Route No. 7, Hopkinsville, 886-7139
Rose, Scotty, Box 125. Hazel Green, MO 2-2615
Rothfuss, Richard, 37 Gregory Lane, Ft. Thomas. 441-9190, 431-
6990
Roy, Charles D., 410 Lexington, Evansville, Indiana, HA 2-5429
Royje, Pete, 220 Richmond Ave., Nicholasville, 885-4975, 252-
2200 ext. 2141
Rudolph, Charles R., 646-A Jameswood, Paducah, 443-1009, 444-
6311
Rush, Rex E., 604 Columbia. Tompkinsville, 487-5964
St. Clair, Robert L., Jr., 5703 Norton Ave., Louisville, 969-1023,
EM 6-0326 ext. 4
Salyer, Henry E., 4829 Bluebird Ave., Louisville, 969-6371, SP
8-2731 ext. 410
Sams, Glenn, Pond Street, Auburn, LI 2-6712
Sanders, Joe T., 1402 Hillcrest, Futon, 1130, 2080
Sanford, Duncan E., Co. B. Rec. Sta., (BOQ 1393), Ft, Knox,
4-5936, 4-3035
Schmidt, Frank L., 1232 Fischer Ave., Louisville, ME 7-2717
Schmitt, Paul E. 2321 W. Market, Louisville, 778-5355, 635-5251
Scale, John Daniel, Box 34, Bonneville, 593-2692, 693-2815
Secrest, Eldon W., 212 Robin Road. Russell, 836-6322
Selvy, Curt, Route No. 2, Box 26A, Corbin, 2422, 1333
Sharp, Lloyd, Box 165, Slaughters, 884-3329, 639-2861
Shartzer, E. Philip, 3906 Jewell Ave., Louisville, SP 2-0021,
636-3351
Shelton, Benny R., 300 Parker, Mayfield, CH 7-6664, CH 7-3061
Shewcraft, Clifford W., Route No. 2, Calvert City, 395-5421
Shewmaker, Treffert, 100 Linden Court, Wilmore, 858-5871,
255-3181
Shore, David W., Box 441, Cadiz, 522-8760, 522-8121
Silliman, William Gerald, 3302 Radiance Road, Louisville, 451-
9512
Simpjon, Felix Delane, Hqs. Co. 4th MTB, 37th Armor, Ft.
Knox, 4-2881, 4-3548
Simpson. Paul, 110 Poplar St., Box 56, Jellico, Tenn. 424-6533,
424-6567
Singleton, Ronnie Herman, Box 1667, Berea, 986-9953
Slone, Douglas, Route No. 2. Stamping Ground, 832-4472, 160
Small, William W., 1846 Mary Catherine Dr., Louisville 16,
EM 8-8365, JU 4-6308
Smith, David W., 8107 Rory Way, Louisville, 969-0060, 585-3249
Sollman, Frank H., 417 Eline Ave., Box 7, Louisville, 895-6946,
SP 8-6664
Solomon, Jim. 931 Pine, Benton. 527-8760, 527-2781
Sparks, Keith E., Jr., 9816 Gandy Road, Valley Station, WE
7-6856, 366-9611
Sparrow, Jim, 313 Greenvievv, Lawrenceburg, 9-4157, 9-4584
Spaulding, Stan, 500 Fourth St., Waverly, Ohio, 947-4912, 947-
2484
Speck, Michael E., Route No. 2, Cecilia. 862-4608, 862-1924
Staples, James E., 202 Taylor, Glasgow, 651-8190, 651-5196
Stauffer, Frank, Tyrone Road, Lawrenceburg, 839-6350
Stephens, Kenneth H., Stearns, 376-5373, 376-2165
Stewart, Ted, Box 62, La Center
Stokes, Bob, 7810 3rd St. Road, Louisville 14, 368-0296, 937-2300
Swarts, Joseph C, 135 Lane St., Ironton, Ohio
Swim, Gerald D., Box 323, Evarts, 837-2836, 1354
Swope, William W., 438 Price Rd., Lexington, 265-2458
Tackett, Layne. Box 51. Morehead, ST 4-4149
Taylor, Alton,. Route No. 1. Box 269 A, London
Taylor, Ed, 435 North 41st St,, Louisville, 772-0126, 459-3400
Theiss, Charlcj H.. Buckner, 279-5291, 279-6291
Thomas, Charles, 410 E. Drive, Fulton, 1948, 665
Thomason, Bennett, Box 92, Bardwell, 628-3150
Thompson, Houston, 513 East 20th St., Covington, 581-8594,
261-4426
Thompson, Tommy. 1113 Cleveland Ave., Park Hills, Covington,
431-6961. 331-1651
Todd,, W. O., Jr., 116 Wojt St., Somerset, 678-8021 (Bus.)
Tolley, Harold B., North 18th Ext., Murray, 753-5631
Toy. Donny J,, Main St., Sharpsburg, 247-3211, 674-3191
Triplett, Herbert W., 124 Harrison, Mt. Sterling
Turner, Aaron, Park City, 749-2666 (Bus.)
Turner, Bruce. 1456 High St., Paris, 987-2713, 987-9050
Turner, Jimmy, Drift, FR 7-2982
Turner, Tommy, Route No. 3, Versailles, 873-4661 (Bus.)
Tyre, Donald C, 225 Rolling Acre Dr., Frankfort, 223-3668, 254-
6610 ext. 35
Vance, Hunter, Jr., 1311 Smallhou'je Road, Bowling Green,
2-3631 (Bus.)
VanHoose, Edgar N., Box 871, Paintsville, 789-4182, 789-4212
Van Meter, Kaye Don, Brownsville, LY 7-3960 (Bus. I
Varble, William E., 1705 Cypress, Louisville, 775-6712, 772-3621
Vaughn, Melvin, P. O. Box 265, London, 864-2229 (Bus.)
Veneklase, Kenneth, 3223 Utah, Apt. No. 4, Louisville, 366-0208,
SP 8-2731 ext. 410
Vinson, Ray T., Trailer Court, Campbellsville, 465-8625
Walker, William J., No. 18 Orchard Heights, Murray
Walsh, Herschel N.. Louisa High School, Louisa, 638-4479, 638-
4574
Walton. Roy, 106 Vanderbilt, Lexington, 277-2241
Ward, Jack. 722 Belmar Drive, Owensboro, 683-4147, 684-8853
Ware, Robert Dean, East State Line, Fulton, 2235, 665
Watkins, Paul D., 1706 Navajo Drive, Owenyboro, 683-8725,
683-3575
Watts, Franklin, Blackey, 633-2648 (Bus.)
Wearren. Wade H., 4112 Stoncvicw, Louisville, 895-8969, GL
8-3103
Webb, David L., Bee Springs, 597-3673
Weyer, James, 42 Scenic View Drive, Fort Thomas, CO 1-6400
White, W, Carl, Box 16X, Route No. 3, Central City. 1814







Whitehead, J. R., Jr., 226 W. Depot Street, Greenville, 1225J,
212
Whitt, John, 158 Robin Road, Russell, 836-3575
Whittemore, Paul F., Qtrs. 360, USMA, West Point New York,
N. Y., 3360, 3859
James W., Blaine, 652-3546
ms, Donald, 301 Elm Street, Ravenna, 723-4341, 723-2515
my, Jim, Elmwood Drive, South Shore. YE 2-4372, YE
2-3056
ms, Paul Winston, Hagerhill, 789-4503
Robert A., 234 South 25th St., Louisville, 778-6526, 587-
8854 ext. 33
Robert Kenneth, 1163 Center, Bowling Green
Winchester, Roy L., Bethlehem, 878-4102, New Castle, Ky. 346-
8421
Wirtz, Leonard F., 8732 Balboa Dr., Mt. Healthy, Ohio, 931-
1468, 531-0711
Wolfe, Paul A., 502 Broad, Falmouth, 654-5341, HI 1-9993
Wood, Randall James, 712 Maple Ave., Falmouth 654-4461
Woods, Gene, Route No. 2, Kirksey, 489-2595, Calvert City EX
5-4181
Woodward, Billy, 2430 Lewis St., Owensboro, MU 3-9710, MU
4-7017
Woolery, Bob, Box 624, Russell, 836-8410
Wright, Billy J., Box 25, Salt Lick, 68,3-3251
Wright, Paul, LouBa, 638-4674, 638-4674
Zache.-n, Vincent, 115 W. Wind Trail, Bardstown. 8-8985, 8-5913
Zachery, Bobby G., 1925 Taffeta Drive, Valley Station, WE
7-1747
Corrected Address
McNeely, Albert T., P. O. Box 203, 601 Leslie Ave., Glasgow,
651-3290, CampbeHriville 465-8168
BACK PAIN IN ATHLETES
(Continued from Inside Cover)
forward or side bending or pain produced
on straight leg-raising provide functional
evidence of possible disorders.
Excluding sueh individuals from sports
with a high risk factor may seem harsh
when the player is able. But counting on
such a player for continuing service can
have disastrous results. Just when the play-
er is needed most he may become incapaci-
tated and an untried player will have to be
substituted. Far better to guide the person
with this potential into less hazardous ac-
tivities.
—National Federation and A.M.A.
POINTS OF SPECIAL EMPHASIS
(Continued from Page One)
When an official accepts a game assign-
ment, his responsibility is definite and well
defined. The protection and welfare of the
players is paramount and with this there
can be no compromise. Any official who
fails to promptly discharge his responsibil-
ity of penalizing for an infraction is de-
linquent and unqualified to officiate inter-
scholastic and intercollegiate contests.
—1963 National Alliance Football Rules
Ethics. Versus the Rules
Through a continuing process of refine-
ment, the football rules have been improved
and perfected each year to make the game
safer, easier to administer and more ex-
citing to watch. This we feel is progress.
Unfortunately, some restrictions have been
adopted in the football code as the result of
some rather questionable, if not outright
unethical, practices by a small minority oi
coaches who thought of ways to "beat tl
rules." These restrictions, and further re-
strictions that are sure to follow, cannot be
termed progress in any sense of the word.
"In teaching the game of football, the
coach must realize that there are certain
rules designed to protect the player and pro-
vide common standards for determining a
winner and loser. Any attempts to beat
these rules, to take unfair advantage of an
opponent or to teach deliberate unsports-
manlike conduct, have no place in the game
of football, nor has any coach guilty of such
teaching any right to call himself a coach.
(Take from Art. I American Football Coach-
es "CODE OF ETHICS")
Rule l-5-3e regarding illegal player
equipment states that "equipment that shall
always be declared illegal includes . . . Tape
or bandage on a hand unless, after full re-
port by the player's coach, it is sanctioned
by the umpire as being necessary to protect
an injury." It is pretty generally agreed
that a player can strike quite a punishing
"blow" with a hand or forearm that has
been "protected" and hardened by layers of
tape. When all the interior linemen and de-
fensive linebackers appear on the field with
both hands taped to the knuckles, and the
coach tells the umpire that all the boys are
wearing tape "to protect an injury," the
official has little recourse other than to>
accept the coach's word, even though he, as
well as the players, the opposing coach, and
the fans know it is not the truth. If this
practice is continued, it won't be long before
the rules committee will be entertaining a
motion to rule as illegal "any tape on the
hands." This will be a sad day for the many
fine coaches who have maintained a high
standard of ethics, and have abided by both
the letter and the spirit of the rules. It is
hoped that those coaches who have condon-
ed this practice, will do some soul searching
and see if they feel they are not taking
something away from a great game.
—The Illinois Interscholastic
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The Desire To Win
Our society is a jungle; a jungle of steel
and concrete, machinery and electronic
brains, and guided missiles and cold wars
—
all of which are constantly changing with
atomic speed. The ominousness of this en-
vironment bears down on man with such
force as to cause hypertension, high blood
pressure, insomnia, and other assorted psy-
chosomatic disorders.
Today, man is just as subject to the an-
cient law of nature—survival of the fittest
—as his oldest ancestors. Distasteful as this
truth may be to some, the mental institu-
tions and hospitals are overflowing with
supportive evidence in the form of those
who have not "survived." Ancient man need-
ed to be fit to survive literally, and for
this he needed primarily physical fitness.
Today, in our so-called civilized society, and
with all modem medicines can offer, man
need not be greatly anxious about literal
survival. Man today must conquer his own
mental anguish in order to survive, and
for this task he needs total fitness. He must
be physically, mentally, emotionally, and
socially fit. The number of things for which
he must be fit is stupendous. However, if
we were to single out just one of these
things — the one which is probably most
important—it would be fitness to compete.
Man must be fit to compete because our
society in the United States has the spirit
of competition, competition to win so to
speak, deeply ingrained. Take for instance
our economic system which is based on free
enterprise of capitalism. The economic sys-
tem of a country or society is its backbone
and ours is such that nearly everything we
do as producers and consumers is a reflec-
tion of its unique characteristics. Our so-
ciety with all of its freedoms thrives on
competition. It was founded on competition,
and, in fact, has its future freedom from
Communism totally dependent on this s^me
competition to win. There is competition
everywhere; for sales, jobs, and nearly
everything else of importance to us, and
all of this competition is toward one goal
winning. The desire to be on top, ahe^^d,
first, or to win, as referred to here, is with
us from the time we can first conceive it-
meaning until the day we are too old to
care.
However, such a desire must be accom-
panied by the proper attitudes to be truly
valuable. In view of this need to develop a
desire to win, it is evident that it is a
worthy goal of education, and physical edu-
cation is the best place to build this desire.
By having striving to win as an education-
al goal, we can also facilitate the fullest
realization of other related educational ob-
jectives of physical education. These ob-
jectives are integrity, loyalty, sportsman-
ship, responsibility, self-discipline, courage,
etc. The man who has developed a self
image through realization of these objec-
tives and can function through it with rela-
tive freedom from the inner anxiety o^
threat to the Self has an adequate degree
of fitness to compete.
An illustrative anology can be made be-
tween the "ideal" citizen in our society and
the "ideal" athlete in interscholastic ath-
letics. In interscholastic athletics for in-
stance, the ideal athlete plays to win with
honesty and his best possible effort, and
with respect for the officials, rules oppon-
ents, teammates, and himself. He helps the
cause of winning by doing his job to the
best of his ability, be he first team, second
team, water boy, or manager. He does this
by working hard in practice and obeying
all training rules, and by never quitting on
the field. If the game is won, he wins
graciously and modestly ; if it is lost, he
loses couraigeously without excuses and
with an increased desire to work harder,
correct his mistakes and weaknesses, and
try again next week. Playing to win, "get-
ahead," or succeed provides a reason for
hard work and a basis on which the coach
can 'help his pupils seek and realize the edu-
cational objectives of interscholastic sports.
To facilitate the development of this "ideal
athlete," it is suggested that striving to win
be a major objective of interscholastic com-
petition. A boy or a team should never be
sent into a game without the express pur-
pose of winning. These same principles are
incorporated in "fitness to compete" and are
applicable to the living of life itself in our
society.
As man presses forward in his efforts
to better his life, he must protect himself
from that which he creates—the never
ending maze of environment complication.
A man ill-equipped to confront the "maze"
is soon rendered useless to himself and his
society—^he has not survived. To survive
man needs "fitness to compete." As man
learns all other things, he must learn to
compete. Certainly teaching the skills need-
ed to compete—compete to win, be on top,
get ahead, or succeed—is one of education's
most important objectives today.
—Frank S. Kinsey, Ohio Universitv, in
The Ohio High School Athlete
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A. A. H. P. E. R.
The State Office has received compli-
mentary copies of the latest DGWS publica-
tions. Quantity orders for these books are
given special discounts. Since orders are fill-
ed outside the AAHPER office by NEA
Publications-Sales, a note on each order
should state "Subject to special 30% dis-
count."
The books which have been received are
as follows: Selected Soccer and Speed'ball
Articles; Selected Hockey and Lacrosse
Articles ; Recreational Games and Sports,
Rev. ; Gymnastics Guide, 1963-65 ; Outing
Activities and Winter Sports Guide, 1963-
65; Aquatics Guide, 1963-65; Volleyball
Guide 1963-65; Basketball Guide 1963-65;
Basketball Rules Reprint.
The Gymnastics Guide is a new title in
the AAHPER Sport Library for Girls and
Women. These guides are the official rule
books for girls' and women's sports. They
are deveoped and sanctioned by AAHPER's
Division on Girls and Women's Sports,
which is made up of women physical educa-
tors, coaches, officials, and recreation lead-
ers in schools, colleges and community cen-
ters all over the country.
becomes the thing." Accepted social traits
are an early part of physical education
training and must be fundamental to intra-
mural or interschool games, rhythms, dance,
or any phase of a good physical education
program.
Competition is an American heritage
and its control is one of physical education's
important responsibilities. Along with it,
however, attention must be paid to good
sportsmanship,, instruotion for the many
who are not proficient enough to "make"
the school team and education for those in
President Kennedy's newly coined word
group "spectation". Good physical educa-
tion can teach sports, dance, and games
appreciation as well as provide activities.
Objectives in each instance, however, should
be well understood.
Physical education has the opportunity
of contacting more students in a school
system than any other phase of the curricu-
lum. It deals with them in many manners
and many moods. The physical develop-
ment of the youngster and his relationship
with those about him should be among
physical education's greatest concerns.
—^Charles E. Forsythe, Michigan
What Is Physical Education? Athletics and the Peace Corps
Athletic Competition in American high
schools and colleges is both a tradition and
an institution. Traditionally, it came into
the schools from the outside when its edu-
cational implications and values were realiz-
ed. As an institution, athletic competition is
a reality in that today it is a part of the
educational programs in over 21,000 Ameri-
can high schools and 1,800 American col-
leges and universities. That there is a close
relationship between physical education and
athletics is an accepted fact. In reality, they
are so closely interwoven that each is a
phase of the other. Balance is the import-
ant consideration, since it affects the situ-
dent participant, the school program, and
the community.
It is not to be inferred that, at any time
or in any way, athletics should be the sole
program or substitute for physical edtitea-
tion. Such inference would be illogical and
indefensible because the right kind of phy-
sical education program begins before there
is athletic competition and extends far be-
yond the segment of game duratioTi.
Physical education's first responsibility
is to teach youngsters to play and work to-
gether. It igives them ooportunities to
learn and improve skills before the "game
Much has been written about a place
of sports and athletics in the American
culture and about the use of such activities,
that is, sports and athletics, in establishing
relationships with foreign peoples. All too
often, these writings and statements are
read without much thought being given to
them. However, a study of the Peace Corps
program gives evidence that the contention
that sports and athletics do play a promi-
nent part in our culture is true. Here are
devices with which America can and does
open many doors in foreign lands. In a
recent issue of the PEACE CORPS VOL-
UNTEER, there are three separate pictur-
es depicting athletic instruction, contests
and activity which are included as part of
the program. There is a picture of basket-
ball being played in Tunisia, of instruction
in traick, baseball and volleyball in Ethiopia.
In fact, there are more pictures and space
devoted to athletics in the Volunteer than
to any other group of activities. This, in
itself, should indicate the emphasis which is
placed on this program and the important
part athletics are playing. A varied pro-
gram of activities has been introduced by
the Peace Corps and a great deal of inter-
community competition is sponsored. For
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In Stock for Immediate Delivery
Spanjian No. 806 Pants—Football $ 5.95 ea.
Red Fox White Football Practice Jersies $ 1.95 ea.
Riddell & Hyde Football Shoes $10.95 UP
Riddell White Helmets—We stripe $18.95 ea.
All Star Socks $ 4.50 Dz.
Bike & Cramer Products
DCP & CP-36 Shoulder Pads
J5V & TD Footballs
Riddell Kicking Toe & Coach's Shoes
Spanjian No. 229RG White Football Jersey $ 7.55 ea.
Shur-Fit Mouthpieces $ 1.35 ea.
Scrimmage Vests $12.75 Dz.
We letter in our store for quick delivery.
SOUTHLAND SPORT SHOP
Gene Stokley 277-3977 Dick WaUace
example, the ministry of sports in Tunisia Bourgwiba villages. The skills of shooting,
conducts nationwide leagues of competition passing, dribbling and the basic defenses
for both interscholastic and civilian teams, were shown and explained. The group di-
but "licenses all players and divides compe- vided itself into two teams for demonstra-
tition according to age group". In many tion games. One of the problems was the
respects, the arrangement for competition division of the squad for game purposes,
is as it is in the United States. The pro- One group suggested the good men should
gram includes cross country, volleyball, play on one team in order to give the stu-
handball and basketball. The seasons run dents an idea what a good team could do.
concurrently. Baseball is a popular sport The other group wanted to divide the talent
and American football is also very popular, on the grounds that what the boys really
The matter of eligibility, which in any wanted was to see a cose y matched game,
league or organization means the establish- The division of talen^ ic.e.'^ predominated
ment of standards to preserve the quality and the resulting competitioi. was rather
of competition, is important in Tunisia, strenuous. One of the r layers twisted an
Eligibility isn't a matter which concerns ankle, another one suffered an iniury to
only amateur athletic competition in the the mouth, and a third broke his nose. Both
United States for there are already viola- participants and spectators enjoyed it im-
tions of the standards even in these coun- mensely and the name "Peace Trotters"
tries in which the games have just been in- was suggested for the team but was not
troduced. For example, one situation was considered suitable because "our violence
reported in which a player shaved off his betrayed us." This is an example ot where
mustache so he could compete with the 15 athletics serve a purpose other than enter-
and 16-year old. During the Christmas tainment only. The athletic activities are
vacation, one of the groups took a six successfully used here to attract and win
hundred mile barnstorming trip in two cars the confidence of a foreign people.
to demonstrate basketball techniques in six —National Federation Press




Our Customers Have Found
That They Get Full Value
For Their Premium Dollar.
Do You?
^Ue KUufj(le4i. GoiHfuuu^ GENERAL AGENT
W. E. KINGSLEY J. E. McCREARY, Mgr. CHARLES C. PRICE
Life Department
121-123 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
P. 0. BOX 7116 LEXINGTON, KY. PHONE 252-8622
Basketball Season Is Here
In Stock for Immediate Delivery
OUR NEW NO. AFR BASKETBALL
Here's our finest PANEL-LOCK basketball.
Exclusive PANEL-LOCK design eliminates
panel liftine: and peeling—assures far super-
ior shot control . . . uniform dribble . . . uni-
form backboard rebound. Finest quality deep
pebbled grain cowhide leather. Wider chan-
nel seams for better finger tip control. This
ball bears the signature of Coach Adolph
Rupp of the University of Kentucky and is
used by the Kentucky Wildcats Basketball
Team. Try one.
Now that the opening of basketball season is at hand this would be an ideal time to place your or-
der for a set of good basketball uniforms and warmup clothing. We will gladly send samples or our rep-
resentative will call to see you without obligation. Write us or phone us, and why not do it at once?
By the way—how's your stock on score books, sweat socks, practice pants, practice jerseys, first-
aid supplies and other items necessary to start your basketball season?
REMEMBER OUR MOTTO: "We Ship the Day You Buy."
Each and every order for any type of merchandise, whether special made or out of stock, gets the
personal attention of every person in our store.
If you would like to see our salesman for either basketball or football supplies, call us at CHapel
1 7-1941 or CHapel 7-1942.
ROY BOYD, JIM MITCHELL, ED HENDLEY or C. A. BYRN, JR. are always ready to assist you
in every way possible.
If you want the BEST QUALITY and the BEST SERVICE, contact HUNT'S
HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO., Inc.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
